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An Opera Shivers Its Timbers
By BERNARD HOLLAND OCT. 2, 2007

Correction Appended

Leon Botstein and his American Symphony Orchestra have brought Ethel Smyth’s
“The Wreckers,” the three-act British saga of land pirates, sex, betrayal and self-
sacrifice, to the American stage for the first time.

Given the strong (to put it mildly) personality of the composer and her
significance in the early struggles for women’s rights, “The Wreckers” attracted a big
audience for an afternoon performance in concert at Avery Fisher Hall. Mr. Botstein
responded with a bang-up (literally) performance, one of the best he has ever put on.

“The Wreckers” gets your attention. It charges at the audience with all guns
blazing, and tramples the weak and the hesitant in its path with a story of pillaged
ships and triangular loves.

Smyth (1858-1944) was determined to fill as big a physical and emotional space
as eight singers and a big chorus and orchestra could manage. Everyone onstage
seemed to rage with Ethel Smyth fever, pouring out nonstop fervor in one relentless
fortissimo after another.

Smyth’s militancy carried over into her life. (Or was it the other way around?)
She campaigned with women’s suffragists and shared jail time with the eminent
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feminist Emmeline Pankhurst.

Not surprisingly, she did not greet Europe’s indifference to female composers
with humility. One German impresario in the early 1900s said that every time he
spotted her on the streets of his city, he went directly to the railroad station and took
the first train out of town. The conductor Thomas Beecham was a fan, but neither he
nor the extraordinarily long entry in the New Grove’s Dictionary of Music has done
enough to raise her reputation from the dead.

Smyth’s music had nothing to tell the Romantic movement, then in its late middle
age, that it did not already know. No new doors open. Seen coolly, her work is a
document of a time, a synthesis drawing its ideas from others. Seeing coolly, on the
other hand, was not an easy task on this particular afternoon.

“The Wreckers” is not aimless cannon fire; Smyth knew what she was doing.
Her orchestra makes winds whistle, waves roll and crash, and fog creep over the
rocks in dark minor chords. From the land we hear hornpipes and sea chanteys in
the distance. All the elements of a complete oceanography are present and rationally
arranged.

Smyth knew Tchaikovsky (she knew everyone), and he reportedly gave her tips
on orchestration. More indirect instruction arrives from Wagner (the Act II duet, the
English horn signifying love and death) and Brahms (the sweeping strings-plus-
horns sonorities). On Sunday Kate Aldrich and Ellie Dehn sang their hearts out.
Scarcely less effective were Richard Cox, Andrew Schroeder, Deborah Domanski,
Louis Otey, Ryan MacPherson and Peter Van Derick.

Does “The Wreckers” get a third chance? At some point, I am sure. It is not a
deathless work, and too much exposure might do it more harm than good. Too much
value is put on permanence anyway. “Disposable” is not a dirty word. People got
their money’s worth on Sunday and should perhaps let “The Wreckers” go back to
sleep.

Correction: October 8, 2007 
A music review on Tuesday about a concert performance of the Ethel Smyth opera “The
Wreckers,” by the American Symphony Orchestra, misstated the history of the work.



Although the performance reviewed was the first in the United States, the work has not
been absent from the opera stage for nearly a century. (It has been performed in Britain
in recent years.)
A version of this review appears in print on , on Page E9 of the New York edition with the headline: A
Forgotten Opera Shivers Its Timbers.
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